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1. INTRODUCTION
a. Client and Consultant
The Investigation into existing trees on the Estates of Glenway property was commissioned
by Marianneville Developments. The purpose
was to:
-

identify the number, sizes and health of
trees, on the Glenway Golf Course property
in areas intended for redevelopment;

-

compare the existing trees to the planned
land development draft plans; and,

-

identify trees that may be impacted by the
planned development.

The property is the lands of the former Glenway holes 1 to 12 inclusive located in northwest
Newmarket, ON. The scope of the inventory included the lands north and east of Crossland
Gate and west of Crossland Gate where former holes 10 to 12 paralleled the hydro corridor.

b. Methodology
i. Tree Inventory
The tree inventory was performed by Mark Inglis, principal landscape architect of York
Urbanist, and Shan Tennyson, certified arborist, for all those lands within the property
boundaries as shown on the plan(s) in Appendix A. The tree inventories took place on
September 9 and 16, 2011, June 29, 2012 and July 27, 2012. All trees on the property
were located based on topographic plans derived from air photography. Species of
plants are given in botanical and common names in the charts enclosed as part of the
inventory report, as submitted to the Town of Newmarket.
ii. Tree Reviews
Following the submission of the Tree Inventory to the Town of Newmarket, August
2012, Mark Inglis reviewed the site on three occasions:
-

in May 2013, to identify trees that have deteriorated and those that may impact
adjoining properties;

-

On July 30, 2013 to direct tree removals of trees that had died or threatened to
fall toward adjacent properties; and,
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on October 24, 2013 to identify trees in rear yards of existing residential lots
adjacent to the subject lands.

iii. Tree Preservation
This preservation plan is prepared following decisions on the draft plan of subdivision
of the lands on the former golf course holes 1 to 12. The plans of subdivision were
superimposed on the tree inventory plans L2 to L5 from the Tree Inventory Report,
August 2012. The TP 2 to TP5 plans in Appendix A of this report show the plans of
subdivision and trees to be preserved. The grading to achieve the plans of subdivision
were reviewed and superimposed on the tree inventory plans. Where grading will not
impact the base of the existing trees, trees can be preserved.

2. GENERAL APPROACH TO PLANNING FOR TREE PRESERVATION
a. Glenway Draft Plan
The Draft Plan was prepared by Zelinka Priamo Limited and forms the basis for the
review of the trees that will be affected by development. Mass grading design was
prepared by Cole Engineering on the Draft Plan. Together the Draft Plan and Grading
Design inform the Tree Preservation Plans in Appendix A.
b. Tree Preservation Requirements
The Town of Newmarket tree preservation requirements are listed in section 5 of their
Tree Preservation, Protection, Replacement and Enhancement Policy, 2005:
“5.1 Trees that have been identified to be preserved and protected in an approved tree
plan which cannot be preserved or protected due to development constraints, can be
removed and the Town will allow the use of the “Aggregate Inch Replacement” method
for calculating tree replacement requirements, i.e. if one 30cm (11.8 inches) dbh tree is to
be removed, the replacement will be 2 trees of 15cm dbh, or 3 trees of 10cm caliper, etc..
Note: invasive trees are to be included in any financial compensation requirements of
this policy associated with replacement tree plantings, based on the condition of the tree
as determined by a qualified tree professional.
5.2 It shall be the intent of the policy to plant replacement trees on the subject lands
whenever feasible, to the satisfaction of the Director of Planning.
5.3 Efforts should be made, to the satisfaction of the Director of Planning, to replace
native, heritage, culturally significant, historic or celebration trees that cannot be
preserved or protected and/or trees that have been damaged or destroyed after
submission of an approved tree plan with trees of the same species and size or
replacement equivalent.
5.4 The owner/applicant shall provide financial compensation to the Town for damaged or
destroyed trees that have been identified as trees to be protected or preserved in a tree
plan submitted as part of a development application. Compensation shall be calculated
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based on the “Guide for Plant Appraisal” 9th (or latest) edition established by the
International Society of Arboriculture, or other recognized appraisal guide or method.
5.5 Trees that have been identified in an approved tree plan as trees to be preserved or
protected and have been damaged or destroyed as confirmed by the Planning
Department (after receiving Council approval of the official plan amendment, zoning
bylaw amendment, draft plan of subdivision approval, minor variance approval, consent
approval, or site plan approval and prior to the Town’s assumption of a subdivision,
receipt of the final and binding notice of a consent application, or request for release of
securities in the case of a site plan approval), shall be replaced on public property at a
rate of two times the diameter required by the “Aggregate Inch Replacement” method and
planted at a location satisfactory to the Director of Engineering, Capital Projects and
Asset Management Services in consultation with the Director of Planning. Funding for
the purchase and planting of replacement trees shall be derived from drawing upon the
letter of credit. Should the letter of credit be insufficient to cover the replacement
plantings, the owner/applicant shall be contacted by the Director of Planning or his or her
designate, to work out an acceptable replacement method to achieve the required
replacement plantings.
5.6 Trees identified in an approved tree plan to be preserved or protected, that sustain
damage or are destroyed after the Town has no obligations for approvals, shall be
valued as per the “Guide for Plant Appraisal” 9th (or latest) edition, published by the
International Society of Arboriculture or other recognized appraisal guide or method and
the current owner/applicant shall be responsible for the financial requirements and direct
payment to the Town accordingly.
5.7 Replacement trees are recommended to be planted a minimum of 4.5 metres from
any building, fence, walkways or permanent structure that may interfere with the growth
of the tree. However, it is understood that site specific consideration is necessary due to
planting constraints as approved by the Director of Planning.
5.8 The Town may, at its discretion, contribute the funds received from drawing on a letter
of credit or fines/penalties for tree replacement requirements to the acquisition of lands of
natural heritage significance.”
c.

Tree Preservation General - Glenway


The trees within the subject lands were planted when the golf course was first
constructed in the 1980’s. Therefore, there is little variety in the size of trees. During
the maintenance of the golf course, there were some additional plantings, particularly
conifers on the edges of the golf course, presumably to screen views and block
errant golf shots. Those newer trees are possible candidates for transplanting or
retention.



For the size of the property, there is little diversity of size and species. There are no
“Woodlands” or “Woodlots” as defined by the Tree Preservation, Protection,
Replacement and Enhancement Policy. The maintenance of the golf course has
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precluded the establishment of understorey for the natural development of groupings
of trees.


Most Austrian pines on the subject lands have diplodia tip blight. Such disease can
cause death if left untreated or if soil conditions are affected by limited rain. Because
most were planted over thirty years ago, they exceed the size that should be
considered for transplanting.



There are many White Ash (fraxinus Americana) within the lands. In 2012, the Town
of Newmarket indicated to the applicant that no ash trees should be transplanted
because of their susceptibility to Emerald Ash Borer (EAB). Since the inventories
were taken in 2012, there has been evidence of EAB on trees within the subject
lands.



Norway maples are considered invasive in natural Ontario environments. In the
urban context, Norway maples or varieties of acer platanoides grow well. Their roots
tend to be close to the surface, precluding the growth of other vegetation. The rapid
growth of surface roots in confined growing locations can cause the roots to encircle
the base of the tree, causing rapid and sometimes unexplained death of the tree.
Most leaves in the fall show evidence of tar spot, a discoloration of the leaves. Heavy
shade created by the canopy of the species often causes the growth of fungus on
trunks of older trees.

3. TREES TO BE RETAINED

Tree charts are available in Appendix C of the Tree Inventory report, revised November 2013.
They indicate the possible retention or transplant of the trees for each former golf course hole.

Clubhouse Area – The clubhouse was demolished in 2012. The contractor preserved all trees
required by the Town-approved Tree Inventory
and Preservation Plan. 29 trees are
candidates for transplanting.
Hole 1 – This hole features birches, Austrian
pines and Colorado spruce at the first tee.
There are 32 trees which are candidates for
transplanting Grading for future development
precludes retention of most trees.
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Hole 2 – This is the only hole with remnants of the former use as farmland prior to the
development of Glenway Subdivision. One large white ash is located centrally between the
second fairway and hole five green. The future subdivision retains the tree by preventing grading
within its dripline and it is located within a park block. Other remnants of the farm are apples and
hawthorns, all of which are overgrown and have reached their normal lifespans. We do not
recommend retention. All trees in the proposed park may be retained in location. 53 trees are
candidates for relocation. There are four lindens and two weeping false cypress located near the
green of Hole 2. The lindens and false cypress on the site are non-native and are able to be
relocated.
Hole 3 –There are young plantings on the east side of the pond east of fairway 2. Of the 89 trees,
22 are candidates for relocation. Trees located within 5m of the south property line may be
retained between the access maintenance road of the stormwater management pond and Eagle
Street.
Hole 4 – A line of Norway maple cultivars are the species that dominate the street trees of Eagle
Street. Three street trees will be affected by the final location of Street D of the Draft Plan. Trees
located in the rear yards of lots in the southeast corner of the development backing onto lots
fronting onto Brammar Street may be retained. 66 trees are candidates for transplanting, although
20 are located in areas that may be preserved in location if no grading occurs in the southeast
corner of the block.
Hole 5 – All trees within the proposed park block may be retained in location. There are 52
candidate trees for transplanting. All other trees will be removed.
Hole 6 – Five trees may be retained in location on
the east side of the former sixth tee, in the rear
yards of proposed residential lots. Thirteen trees
are candidates for transplanting
Hole 7 – All trees may be preserved within the
open space of the High Density Residential block,
which is the south side of the former Hole 7
fairway. There are 29 candidate trees to
transplant.
Hole 8 – No trees are candidates to be transplanted. All but six trees will be removed.
Hole 9 – The edge of the hole nine fairways are less densely planted than other fairways which
are edged by residential lots. This makes access to the trees easier for transplanting. West of the
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pond between Hole 9 and Hole 1, there are candidate trees for transplanting. In total, there are 35
trees which could be transplanted. All other trees will be removed.
Hole 10 – Trees on the south side of the existing apartment block fronting on Crossland Gate may
be retained in location in the rear yards of lots 35 and 36. 35 trees are candidates for
transplanting.
Hole 11 – 13 trees are candidates for transplanting.
All other trees will be removed.
Hole 12 – Trees may be retained in location at the
southwest corner of the condominium site, in rear
yards of lots backing onto lots fronting Kirby
Crescent. Grading plans can allow for retention of
trees adjacent to 13 residences that front onto
Kirby Crescent. 68 trees are eligible to be
transplanted. 8 of those 68 may be retained in
location.

4. TREES TO BE RELOCATED
It is understood that there is to be no net loss of trees through the preservation of existing trees
and the planting of replacement trees. Accordingly, the applicant, Marianneville, has identified
trees in their land that can be relocated. They will relocate those trees that exist and may be
transplanted to new locations on their lands in Newmarket. Additionally, the applicant commits
through this report to providing landscape plans for and implementing streetscape, stormwater
management ponds and parks planting that will ensure that there will be no net loss of trees over
30cm dbh from pre- to post-development. All of this will be provided in accordance with the
Town’s Tree Preservation, Protection, Replacement and Enhancement Policy, 2005. A Summary
chart follows Page 9 of this report.

5. PRESERVATION DETAILS

See drawing TP6 for details.

6. IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPLIANCE
The proponent by this report initiates the Town’s Tree Preservation, Protection, Replacement and
Enhancement Policy, 2005 as listed below:
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4.1 The Town shall be reimbursed by the applicant at cost for the services rendered by the
Town’s consultant.
4.2 The Town’s qualified tree consultant shall, using best efforts, review and provide written
comments back to the Town Planning Department for consideration within 2 weeks of the date of
receipt by the Town’s qualified tree consultant.
4.3 No tree removal shall take place prior to official plan, zoning, draft plan or site plan approval,
or in the case of minor variance or consent applications, a decision is made by the Committee of
Adjustment, is obtained, which includes the approval of a Tree Preservation, Protection, and
Replacement Plan.
4.4 No site works shall take place that may result in the damaging or destroying of trees identified
as significant trees on the Tree Plan, prior to the approval by the Director of Planning.
4.5 The Tree Plan shall set out and identify the trees to be preserved, protected and replaced.
4.6 Replacement trees shall be protected by the implementation of a tree maintenance program.
Every replacement tree and planted boulevard tree shall be cared for by the applicant/developer
as recommended and/or approved by the Town’s consulting arborist, every two years to a
maximum of 10 years after planting.
4.7 The Town may also require the applicant/owner/developer to have a tree enhancement
strategy or tree management strategy prepared by a qualified tree professional as a condition of:
draft plan of subdivision approval (as identified in the Subdivision Approval Process: Design
Submission Requirements and Final Plan Registration); minor variance and/or consent approval;
or site plan approval including a clause in the site plan agreement.
4.8 The Town may also require the posting of securities for the purposes of tree preservation
based on the value of the trees to be preserved, protected and replaced as per the “Guide for
Plant Appraisal” 9th (or latest) edition, published by the International Society of Arboriculture, or
other recognized appraisal guide or method. The amount of the security deposit shall be 100%
for individual trees to be protected. In the case of woodlands to be protected, the value of the
security deposit shall be based on 20% of the total value of the woodland. However, a global
security in lieu of a specific security component may be acceptable and shall be evaluated on an
individual application basis in the case of draft plans of subdivision or site plan application for
draft plan of condominium. Generally, the Town shall hold securities for tree protection up to final
assumption of all the works, as contemplated by the subdivision agreement, or in the case of site
plans, final inspection for the release of securities by the Planning Department. However, there
may be special circumstances where a special clause may be included in a subdivision or site
plan agreement, or as a condition of approval of a minor variance or consent application to allow
for the release of securities three years after the occupancy permit is issued, upon confirmation
by the Town that the trees to be protected and preserved exhibit vigorous health and have not
sustained any damage as a result of site development activities.
4.9 The Town will require replacement trees to be planted as agreed to in the appropriate
agreement or as required in the decision made by the Committee of Adjustment.
4.10 A qualified tree professional must undertake revisions to the Tree Plan that are required by
the Town as a result of the Town’s peer review, at the expense of the applicant/owner/developer,
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and must receive approval by the Planning Department, prior to Planning Department approvals
respecting the issuance of any municipal permits.
4.11 Should there be any disagreement between the review and assessment made by the Town’s
consultant and the plans submitted, the applicant may request a decision by the Director of
Planning and/or Council.
4.12 The Director of Planning and/or Council may request the submission of a Tree Enhancement
Plan (which may be made in combination with a Tree Preservation, Protection and Replacement
Plan) as part of the tree management strategy to achieve the environmental goals of the Official
Plan and/or Strategic Plan.
Next steps in the process require:
1. Approval of this document by the Town
2. Preparation of streetscape landscape plans that include new trees to satisfy the Town’s
streetscape policies and York Region standards as articulated in Streetscaping Policy and using
species from the York Region Street Tree Planting List.
3. Preparation of stormwater management landscape plans that include new and relocated trees to
satisfy the Town of Newmarket and Lake Simcoe Conservation Authority.
4. Preparation of park and open space landscape plans that include new and relocated trees to
satisfy the Town’s Park Planning policies.
Together, the streetscape, stormwater management and park landscape plans will serve as a Tree
Enhancement Plan as defined by the Policy. The plans will ensure that there will be tree planting in
accordance with the Policy. Trees over 30cm dbh to be removed from this development site total 13431
cm dbh. The Owner will plant, in accordance with the “Aggregate Inch Replacement” method.
Accordingly, 2239 trees will be planted in public spaces of the plan.

________________________________________
Signature of Applicant/Qualified Tree Professional
York Urbanist, 25 Main Street, Kleinburg, ON L0J 1C0
Address (Street/City/Postal Code)
416-770-8862
Telephone Number
Mark Inglis, MBA, OALA
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SUMMARY CHART

TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES

HOLES 1 TO 12
1332

TREES OVER 30cm

total compensation
407

CANDIDATES FOR TRANSPLANTING
HOLE NUMBER
Norway maple
Crimson King Maple
Schwedler Maple
Silver Maple
Sugar Maple
Amur Maple
Littleleaf Linden
White Ash
white cedar
White Spruce
Colorado Spruce
Norway Spruce
white pine
Scot's Pine
Austrian Pine
Weeping Willow
White Birch
Honeylocust
Nootka False Cypress

Ave size

33cm

1

2

3

4

3
1

4
1

2

12
2

27
1

1

Ave size, New Tree
13431

cm

5

6

7

10

8

4

3
1

22
2

15
4

12
1
12

6
1
9
9

6

=

2239

New Trees
Required

9

10

11

12

total

17

7

1
3

8
2

5
2
1
4

9
2

9

6

67
8
5
114
16
4
4
0
14
73
17
29
39
1
4
1
9
4
3
412

412

1

11
3

6
2

11

8

4

5
6

11

5
6
8

2

8
5

16

3
28
1
2

1
2

2

32

2
54

2
3

22

59

52

13

29

0

1
35

35

2
4
13

68
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